
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“To every child the Opportunity” 
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As you achieve your challenge, you get a special stamp on your record sheet. After you receive all 

your stamps you’ll receive an RGA pin as a thank you for all your support. 

GYMNASTS  

We challenge you to raise as much money as possible to help RGA 

“Raise the Roof” 
 

CHALLENGE 1 – July 2015 

Make a little origami money box house, decorate it and then fill it with coins over the summer 

holidays to bring back with you in September to receive your stamp.  

 

CHALLENGE 2- Autumn Term 2015 

Receive your Smarties tube from your coach (eat your Smarties) and then fill it with 20 pence pieces 

and bring it back to receive your stamp. 

 

CHALLENGE 3- Spring Term 2016 

Join in with our “Sponsored tumble”. During “teddy bear” week gymnasts will see how many tumbles 

they can do in a certain time and be sponsored. This could be forward rolls, cartwheels or your 

favourite gym skill (hopping & jumping on the fast track for pre-school too). Bring back your sponsor 

form filled in with the money to receive your stamp. (The gymnasts that raise the most will get a 

special prize) 

 

CHALLENGE 4- Summer Term 2016 

Join in with our “Obstacle course day”. The gym will be set up as an obstacle course and time slots 

set throughout the day for different age groups. Bring your friends from school- have fun and raise 

money at the same time. 

 

CHALLENGE 5- Summer Term 2016 

Join in with our “Sponsored cycle”. We are planning a full day of fun and cycling around Richmond 

Park with an RGA picnic as well. There will be a senior bike ride around the park and a junior “fun” 

ride too. Fancy dress is compulsory! Bring back your sponsor form filled in with the money to receive 

your stamp. (The gymnasts that raise the most will get a special prize) 

 

CHALLENGE 6- Summer Term 2016 

Our biennial RGA Festival will be held- gymnasts will perform fantastic routines all throughout the 

day, and there will be lots of lovely food and drink in our marquee. 

(Keep up to date with these challenges and others on our website) 


